Molecular tools and emerging strategies for deep genetic/genomic refactoring of Pseudomonas.
The interest of the genus Pseudomonas largely relies on the virulence of some of its species for plants and animals (including humans). Yet, pathogenic features of some isolates coexist with others often present in environmental variants that promote plant growth and degrade chemical pollutants. Many of these traits can be traced to the intrinsic properties of the genomic chassis of this genus along with distinct genetic parts and devices. With the tools of Synthetic Biology these can be enhanced and/or repurposed for the sake of biological control, environmental remediation and whole-cell biocatalysis. In this article we take stock of both conceptual and technological developments that have allowed the virtual domestication of Pseudomonas (in particular P. putida) as a major biotechnological workhorse with a range of applications of industrial interest. Adoption of a suite of compositional and measurement standards is advocated for bringing Pseudomonas-based genetic engineering to a superior level of development.